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I love this game. Perfect for playing during work hours. I really like the rogue-lite -ish progression system. It is grindy but its
enjoyable. 10/10.. Clever, simple, and smart little strategy game that will bully you into playing repeatedly.. Only played 2
games so far but already seen the promise behind that little indie game ( gem :) ) Like the graphics and retro sound effects,
gameplay itself is a nice mix between solitaire ( a little less ) and and some rpg card games ( more like arcomage or magic ). The
overall experience is quite good hope that there will be a lot more content to see further in the game but till now it really is a
thumbs up. Ill update my short review if i experience more good or bad sides. Ger: Ganz gutes Kartenspiel , welches ein paar
elemente aus verschiedenen Kartenspielen mixt. Nichts zu kompliziertes aber trotzdem dass man ab und zu ein wenig ins
strategische Grbeln kommen kann.. broken missions. Therefore, broken achievement - broken, wasted developer (demon
summoning?) - the slowest card-moving system ever designed If any of this interests you, then you go right ahead and WASTE
YOUR PATHETIC LIFE.. I wouldn't have said I was a fan of the card game genre especially, but decided to take a punt on
Missile Cards - and I'm really glad I did! Very absorbing gameplay with an element of chance (as you'd expect from a card
game) but definitely a good amount of strategy involved as well. This is particularly the case as you build up points and can then
choose which upgrades to invest in for your base (makes all the difference in harder levels). I've spent about 3 hours so far and
am not even half way through the levels yet (which get increasingly more difficult), so I think it'll be at least 10+ hours of
gameplay. An absolute bargain given the selling price, so it's definitely worth picking up.. Addicting and definitely a game I can
relax to.. This game is dope. It's like Missile Command but you have to THINK AHEAD which is something I'm not really that
good at. Don't be discouraged by the slightly complicated rules if you go through the tutorial -- it all makes sense once you start
zappin' some comets. I wish I hadn't discovered this game on my "paperwork day" because not a whole lot of paperwork is
getting done right now. Bottom line: I paid more for a beer last night and only got to enjoy it for about 5 minutes. This game
pays for itself after 1 round.. An elegant highscore chasing game of solitaire that, sadly, actually seems extra topical with recent
events.. This is the first time I write a review, and I only do this because I loved this game and more people should play it! I was
expecting this game since I had played the demo. And all the waiting really paid back. It is one of this games with really simple
but deep gameplay and mechanics: you learn quickly how to play, but as you progress it requires strategy and a lot of thinking
for your next move. Add to this the lovely pixel graphics and retro music, many upgrades, bonus missions, and you have a really
awesome game to spent hours on.. A really great strategic virtual card game with fun mechanics. A real challenge to beat the
scenarios with really enjoyable graphics and game feel. The unlockables are really great also.
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